REVISION Assignment / class VIII /HALF YEARLY Exam /2018
Literature
1 How did the boys from Stoney Hill High School behave with Gopala and his friends ?
2 Why did Gopala hit Sunil ? What did Mani sir think of the fight ?
3 Why did Gopala and Sunil fight ? how they were tackled by Mani Sir ?
4. Why do you think the poet’ s father asked tenants to leave and had all the trees cut down ?
5 What is the message of the poem in regards to the environment ( Felling of the Banyan tree) ?
6 Why does the poet describe the felling of the tree as an act of violence ?
7 What behavior of the Sakkaro boy was like Chinese water torture to George Wright ? Why ?
8 What did the two families do at the picnic?
9 What is the twist at the end of the story ? How is it related to the weather ?
10What are the mystery elements in the story :RAIN rain go away”.what is the significance of the
title of the story ?
11. How can you say that the poem THE ROAD NOT ATKEN is all about choices we make in our
life?
12 Describe the condition of the street in Saint Antoine.Which were the only shops on the street
that did good business.( a tale of two cities)
13. What incident change the mood of the street?
14 why did Defarge kiss Lucie’s hand ?
15. What were the words written on the pedestal of the statue? What do these line say about the
character of Ozymandias ?
16 what had the narrator seen in the dessert? Desribe the landscape in your own words.
17. What is the message of the poem Ozymandias ?
18 Describe the encounter between angry Gorrilas and Fossey.
19 What did they find from Digit’s autopsy? Why did the motive for Digit’s murder shock Fossey ?

20 Why did the elder brother remind his sibling about Ravana ?
21 What did the elder brother say about the difficulties about studying British and Geometry ?
22 Do you like the character of the elder brother in the story “ Elder Brother” .Explain it about
120-150 words.
LRT
1 Write the character sketch of Huckleberry Finn in about 100-120 words.
2 How did Jim and Huckle escape the thieves ?
Grammar
Fill in the blanks by using suitable prepositions
It is 10 o’clock _____ my watch.
Why did you not come to the school_________ Monday?
The patient died_______ TYPHOID.
He shot the bird _______ an arrow.
I prefer milkshake________ cold drink.
He is senior______ me by three years
H e woke up ______midnight
The school will remain closed _______ Dec 25 _______ Dec 31.
Please come back ________ one hour.
Complete the following sentences by using appropriate adverbs.
H e came to meet me _________ ( adv of time)
He _______submits his home work on time.( adv of frequency)
_________are you going ? ( interrogative adv)
He played very ___________ ( adv of manner)
My book is lying _______ the table ( adv of place)
It is ______ cold today( adv of degree)
I was sick _____ I could not come to school yesterday( adv of reason)

Writing skills
Write a letter to your younger brother advising him about the importance of hard work and
discipline in student life. Give him some tips to improve his academic performance in his class.
You are aAshok/Namrata living at B -100 Malviya nagar,New delhi.

